
First Steps to Salvage Water-logged Objects: 

Tips for Recovery of Personal and Heritage Objects 
 

A. Follow ALL home re-entry guidelines provided by your municipality regarding assessment 

of the safety of your home / work space and health advisories before proceeding with any 

recovery efforts.  

B. Take action to minimize mould growths. 

C. Make informed choices about what can be saved and what must be discarded. 

  

1. Pump out and/or mop up all standing water.  

 Move water-logged furnishings and objects (separate into “discard” and “save”). 

2. Carefully shovel up debris and mud. 

 Check mud for small objects you can save. 

3. Disinfect with sponges and bleach water.  

4. Ventilate all affected areas to avoid mould growth (mould grows in stagnant air). 

 Use fans and / or drafts from open doors and windows. 

5. Set up a clean space inside or outside (e.g., bathroom, kid’s pool,  plastic sheet stapled to frame)  

6. Rinse all objects that have been in flood waters. Remove as much mud as possible (once dry, 

mud / clay sticks like cement). 

 Use a bucket or hose with running water if it is available.  

 Un-frame pictures. 

 Rinse paintings with a hose (low water pressure) if they are still wet. 

 The exception is wet upholstery; deep stuffing cannot be salvaged.  

7. Process objects to save from going mouldy using one of these methods:  

 Air dry  

o Use laundry lines for objects that can hang; use fans to keep air moving around 

objects on tables. 

o Papers and photographs need to dry in a single layer, otherwise they will stick 

together. Books may be stood upright with pages fanned to dry out. 

 Freeze              

o Saves time and space; prevents mould from forming. 

o Wrap in plastic, or use wax paper or freezer bags to prevent sticking. 

 Slow dry  

o Increase ventilation. Cover objects loosely with sheeting and stuff cavities with 

newsprint or towels. 

o Important: change absorbent materials frequently and monitor carefully for signs 

of mould. Leather and wooden objects will shrink, crack, and distort unless 

allowed to dry slowly.     

8. Public conservation advice: 

 Royal Alberta Museum:  Margot Brunn 780-453-9167 

 Provincial Archives of Alberta:  Alison Freake 780-415-4869 

 Historic Sites and Museums:  James Engelbert 780-415-4422 

 

 

Margot Brunn 


